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Statement 

HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural) [6.26 pm]: I wish to make a brief member’s statement about an issue 
that is very important in my electorate. A very sad natural phenomenon has occurred over the last couple of 
months. As members would know, we have had one of the most potentially good seasons in the agricultural 
region for many years. Good opening rains in late March prompted many farmers to plant crops nice and early. 
The crops looked magnificent through the year. In all districts and for all soil types, we had ample rains and ideal 
growing conditions through much of the wheatbelt. Much hope was put on this magnificent season that we have 
been dealt, with many farmers hoping to recover economically from the challenging seasons of the last decade. 
Many members would know that it has been particularly cold—unseasonably cold—in September and October. 
However, we should spare a thought for those in the inland areas. The further we get from the coast, the colder 
the conditions. I thank the Minister for Agriculture and Food for the little chart that he gave me after I asked 
a question without notice yesterday. It exemplifies to everyone just how cold it has been. The dark blue shaded 
areas have recorded 10 nights or more of below zero degrees and the lighter areas have had one to three nights 
below zero degrees. 

The agronomy of a growing plant is that at the point of seeding, there are two potential threats of frost to that 
plant. One is the burning of the minute flowers that form up and down the sides of the head of wheat. If we go 
back to year 10 biology, we would remember that that head of wheat cannot produce a grain without 
a functioning flower. Also, a light shower of rain in the afternoon causes water to coagulate around the stem of 
the grain where the final leaf, or the flag leaf, leaves the stem. If that water freezes overnight, it effectively acts 
like a tourniquet around the growing flesh of the stem and cuts off any potential water and nutrients to that seed 
head. In that instance, the whole paddock is wiped out and no grain is produced at all. This is particularly 
economically devastating for the agricultural regions and certainly in areas where we have had a challenging run 
of seasons such as the Shire of Yilgarn and some areas of the eastern wheatbelt. It is also personally devastating 
for the farming families who operate in the agricultural region. We looked forward to a good season that looked 
to be the answer to many of our hopes over the last several years finally coming to fruition. Everything was lined 
up: we had all spent extra on fertilisers because this was the big one that was going to get us out of financial 
trouble, we all made sure that the weeds were controlled, and we spent extra on herbicides and fungicides to 
make sure there was no impediment to maximising our potential from this wonderful season, only to have it all 
taken away in these devastating frost events. It is going to have an enormous impact right throughout the 
community. It is going to have an enormous impact on the people who operate in agriculture. I say to them all 
that this is something that we need to work through together. We certainly do not want people to get themselves 
into a state of depression and sadness over this. It is a very serious event, but, ultimately, it is an economically 
devastating event first. People need to work with their families, neighbours and mates and talk to one another 
about how they can pull through this. 

Early estimates of a potential crop reduction of 700 000 tonnes, which I think is a conservative estimate, have 
been revised to a reduction of about five million tonnes, which represents as much as one-third of grain 
production in Western Australia. It is a massive deal for the state. Certainly, a lot of money that would have 
come into Western Australia by way of agricultural exports now will not come into the state. Certainly, it is 
a massive event for communities, and the lifeblood of those communities is agriculture. It will certainly have 
a personal ongoing effect on many of our farmers and people involved in agriculture and, of course, the support 
industries, because many businesses and industries in and around the Agricultural Region rely on agriculture. 

It is a devastating event. It is an event on an economically grand scale. If we lose five million tonnes of grain at 
potentially $200 a tonne, that would equate to about $1 billion that could be wiped off the map, so to speak. I do 
not think I have those sums right, but it is a large amount of money. I will double-check those numbers. It was 
a sad event in September. We want mild weather in September. In farming, we want the weather to be seasonal 
and this year it has been unseasonably cold, and it has had a devastating consequence for our agricultural 
industry. 

House adjourned at 6.31 pm 
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